1997: The fine, vigorous male yew grows SW of the church is seen on this page in 1997. Its large, partly fluted and very approachable bole breaks into many rising and lateral branches above a height of 8'. Much old wood is visible, including 6 dead branches.
The yew is seen below in 2016.

Its girth has been recorded at various times as follows:

February 2000: 18' 9" at 1'; 21' 3" at 3'; 23' 11" at 5' (which includes some of the thickening growth where branches pull away from the tree) - Tim Hills

June 2014: 19' 3" close to the ground - Peter Norton

May 2016: 19' 6" at 1' and 22' 2" at 3' (avoiding the most obvious bulges).

One further yew small yew grows alongside other tree species close to the road. Closer inspection suggested that it was planted as an Irish yew that is now reverting to Taxus baccata L.
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